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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

This Activity Pack is for:
The Freezosaurus Early Reader
Jenny Jinks & Daniel Limon
ISBN: 978-1-84886-389-7
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
After a trip to the museum, Freddie accidentally takes home a
dinosaur egg. What he doesn’t expect is for the egg to hatch!
After seeing the dinosaur freeze Freddie’s water, Freddie
decides to call him Frozo. The two of them have a lots of fun
but Frozo begins to get too big and his mum finds out. Can
they find the best place for Frozo to live?
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?
1. Freddie was

about

screaming / food

curious / museums

2. “You’re a

.

mad / dinosaurs

!” laughed Freddie. “But I’ll call you

Freezosaurus / Frozo dinosaur / Dino

.”

mountain / Monty

3. The children spent the afternoon building

and having

fights.

sandcastles / water

snowmen / snowball

4. But Frozo was getting

smaller / smaller
5. Finally a

sea / beach

and

, and harder to hide.

bigger / bigger
centre up in the

dinosaur / woods

6. Freddie could see how

happy / new
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igloos / ice

older / older
agreed to take him.

nature / mountains

Frozo was in his

home.

happy / hot
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Quiz
1. Where does Freddie’s class visit?
a) The beach
b) The fields
c) The museum

2. Where does Freddie hide the egg?
a) In his lunch bag
b) In his pocket
c) In his coat

3. What does Frozo do?
a) He melts things
b) He freezes things
c) He eats a lot

4. What is Frozo’s favourite place?
a) The bed
b) The museum
c) The supermarket

5. Who finds Frozo in the freezer?
a) Freddie’s dad
b) Freddie’s sister
c) Freddie’s mum
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Word Search
wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. dark-g

Words:
blanket

icicle

skating

dinosaur

mountain

skeleton

famous

museum

sneezing

freezer

shell

snowball
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. mad / dinosaurs
2. Freezosaurus / Frozo
3. snowmen / snowball
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4. bigger / bigger
5. nature / mountains
6. happy / new

Quiz:
1. c
2. a
3. b
4. c
5. c
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